In Russia the scientists have long been commenting on the need for working out the norms of incapacitation caused by a mental disorder (Blinova (Shepel), 1986; Ivanova, 1993, et al.) . In Russian forensic psychiatry a whole area of research of a medical criterion of limited capacity caused by a mental disorder was formed.
However, the system of the analyzed legal statuses was supplemented with another type only in The term "status" seems to be the best to denote the civil-legal phenomena mentioned.
The relevance of this term is primarily due to the use of the word "sostoianie" ("state", Comparison of the concepts of legal capacity and legal statuses under consideration may lead to the impression that the law considers different, totally non-comparable legal phenomena. In fact, the uniting feature is that they are an individual's integral legal properties. In this regard, the definitions of these concepts should contain the legal attribute, which can be generally defined as a person's inability to fully produce legal effects, stipulated by the law, by his/her actions (Shepel, 2006) .
The mentioned statuses are generally
caused by a mental disorder. In the legislation of Russia and Germany they are termed differently.
In Russia the term "mental disorder" is used, in Germany the term applied is "a painful disorder of mental activity" or "unconscious state or state of temporary disorder of mental activity". 
